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Security solutions
as individual as you are.
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Securing Care Homes

When choosing a care home one of the many elements that will be addressed is
the level of protection and security offered to residents, vigorous security protocols
or systems are likely to provide the wrong atmosphere of what should be a relaxing
and embracing environment. ievo systems are non-intrusive and designed to work
in unison, or improve, your security practices.

SPECIALIST CARE
The Office for National Statistics published figures stating that in 2014 there were
over half a million people aged 90 and over, living in the United Kingdom (UK)
and that the number of people aged 100 and over has risen by 72% over the
last decade. These statistics increase the need for safe and secure environments
for our relatives and loved ones to feel at home in, to find the right level of care
and independence. ievo solutions have been designed to operate simply and
effectively, without causing disruptions to routines or taking away vital resources for
care or support.

DATA PROTECTION
ievo systems work by identifying individuals via their fingerprint. When registering
the ievo reader will not store a copy or image of a fingerprint, it will scan a number
of minutiae points on a finger, which it then coverts into data via an encryption
program, it is this data that is stored as a template and used for future
identification.

The automatous nature of ievo devices means that care staff are not required to
operate or manage complicated time sheets, visitor logs or monitor entrances.
Working with an access control system, ievo fingerprint readers allow personnel and
authorised visitors to be controlled via set access permissions – these permissions
can be adapted and controlled by staff members providing new visitors access as
new residents are enrolled. The system reduces costs and resources normally
associated with access control monitoring and gives care staff more time to
concentrate on providing the personal care and attention their residents deserve.

MANAGING RESOURCES
Registered templates can be given different access permissions via an access
control system, and it is here that time and attendance patterns can be monitored.
Care homes often require staff to work various shift patterns, which can be
complicated and different to record. Using a time and attendance system with ievo
devices means that staff members’ simply need to scan their finger to register the
start/end of a shift, providing recordings of shift patterns to ensure accuracy of
payroll. This data can also be used to provide accurate records for health and
safety protocols and fire security.

FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE
Resident safety and wellbeing is the primary focus for the care home sector, ievo’s
biometric technology works in conjunction with access control systems to offer a
wide range of benefits.

Alongside monitoring shift patterns, access to secure areas also require security
measures. Controlling the access to storage areas for prescriptions and drugs
along with general access to the facility need to be closely monitored, to prevent
opportunists looking to steal personal possessions, drugs and valuable medical
equipment.

Working with an extensive range of partners, ievo systems integrate into most
access control infrastructures to provide a solution that protects residents, staff and
visitors and can also increase efficiencies of human resource and health and safety
management.
Using biometric security reduces vulnerabilities and costs normally associated with
using swipe cards, PINs or fobs – all of which can be shared, lost or stolen, incurring
costs for replacements and leaving your security exposed. Without the need of
secondary credentials, not only are your security measures improved, but they will
be simpler and easier to use, thus ensuring a higher standard of care.
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The encrypted data is not stored on the reader itself, but rather a separate control
board for further security measures, and the data cannot be reversed engineered to
form an image of a fingerprint therefore keeping your data safe.

Likewise access control is required to prevent vulnerable residents wandering into
unsecure areas, and also to help control access for regular visitors and medical
deliveries.

KEY BENEFITS OF IEVO SYSTEMS
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Efficient system to allow focus of care
Round the clock security
Records and track complicated shift patterns
Accurate payroll data
Reliable and accurate identification for users
Cost effective
No secondary credentials
Improved health and safety records
A high standard of care
Improved resource management

ievo Ltd is a leading design and manufacturer of biometric fingerprint readers.
Working with a number of installers and integrators, ievo Ltd have a worldwide
proven track record of securing care homes and their residents.
For case studies or further information, please contact our support team:

info@ievoreader.com
Tel: 0845 643 6632 / +44 (0) 191 296 3623
or visit:

www.ievoreader.com

